1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Shrink-fit connections are widely used in machine design. It is the very old method of connecting an assembly parts \[[@bib1]\]. Current research consider using shrink-fit connections in the reactor vessels of the nuclear power plants \[[@bib2]\], in gear mechanism\'s parts \[[@bib3], [@bib4]\] and in crank shafts of ships \[[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]\]. In the papers \[[@bib3], [@bib8], [@bib9]\], the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used for the analysis of the shrink-fit connections. Numerical methods are often being verified using the theoretical methods based on the axisymmetric Lamé problem \[[@bib3], [@bib8], [@bib9]\], which concern thick walled rings. Many papers treat shrink-fit connection as a general problem without specified application \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]\]. The problems presented in these works differ in the shrink-fit connection loading state. In the paper \[[@bib10]\] rotating assembly is analyzed and in \[[@bib13]\] the shrink-fit connection is loaded by the axial force.

In machine design literature, the problem of the thermal field distribution in shrink-fit connections is rarely discussed \[[@bib4]\] and in the scientific articles there is lack of thermo-mechanical analysis results concerning shrink-fit connections which can be performed only in the specialized engineering software having advanced contact modelling and multistage analysis facilities. In the literature, the problem of shrinkage mechanism in the shrink-fit connections is also absent.

In this article the experimental data \[[@bib14]\], the results from the Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and the results from the theoretical analysis related to the marine crank shaft shrink-fit connection are compared. Assembly of the crank and pin requires introduction of a high thermal load to one of the connected elements, because of the negative geometrical clearance between them. Change in crank hole diameter as a result of the thermal load, leads to the positive geometrical clearance between the crank and the pin, which enables joining of the shrink-fit connection without any interference. The connection made this way is inseparable, and any corrections of mistakes occurring during shrinking are impossible after the assembly cools down. For this reason, an important step of the assembly process is the controlled heating of the crank, which makes it possible to obtain a proper temperature. Too low heating up temperature leads to the premature shrinkage, whereas too high heating up temperature causes excessive grain growth and loss of the advantageous mechanical properties of the crank material.

The following types of analysis were performed: (1) shrink-fit connection of the pin and ring (which has regular material distribution around the hole), heated around the hole; (2) shrink-fit connection of the crank and pin with the side or the bottom radiator -- crank is heated around the hole; (3) shrink-fit connection without the radiator -- crank is heated around the hole; (4) shrink-fit connection without the radiator -- crank is heated in furnace.

The main aim of the analyses with the side or the bottom radiator was alignment of the temperature distribution inside the crank hole. For various finite element models (FEM), the maximum torsional moment that the shrink-fit connection can carry was calculated and compared.

2. Experimental set up {#sec2}
======================

The specialized stand was designed for temperature measurement in the shrink-fit connection assembly cycle. Temperature is measured on the surface of the crank at the positions given in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a (T1-T8). The assembly cycle includes heating, the placement of the pin in the heated crank hole, and free cooling.Fig. 1The dimensions of the crank with the sensors T1-T8 localisation (a) and the dismounted crank with the silver regions (1), which indicate high contact forces in the middle area of the crank hole (b).Fig. 1

Components of the experimental stand are shown in Figs. [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. During the measurement process, the crank (2) lies on the supports (8), whose height corresponds to the distance in the scale 1:5 between two cranks of the real shaft. At the bottom side of the crank hole, the gas heating device is mounted (7) supplied from the bottle (1) by the propane-butane gas, whose purpose is to heat the crank up to 350 °C. In the special measurement ring (6) the eight independent temperature sensors (9) are mounted every 45°. The measurement ring is placed on the top surface of the crank. The sensors impose small pressure on the surface of the crank and they are placed around the crank hole. The set of springs guarantees equal alignment of the sensors on the surface of the crank. The electrical isolation between the sensors is made by washers. The steel shields, which are not shown in Figures eliminate measurement errors due to the air flow around the measurement zone. The described stand can measure temperatures with an accuracy of 2%, which was established on the basis of the comparison of the test measurements.Fig. 2The measurement stand ready for measurements: gas cylinder (1), crank (2), burner plate with gas burner (3), data acquisition device (4), notebook computer (5).Fig. 2Fig. 3The measurement stand components: measurement ring (6), gas burner (7), crank supports (8), temperature sensors (9,10) with measurement objects: crank (2), pin (11) and ring (12).Fig. 3

In [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, the dismounted shrink-fit connection is shown. Inside the crank hole silver color (1) designates areas with high contact forces. Experimental stand ready for measurements is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It includes the data acquisition device (4) and the notebook computer (5). The pin (11) shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is inserted to the crank (2) when temperature of the point T5 reaches 623 K (350 °C).

3. The finite element analysis {#sec3}
==============================

The FEA was performed in the MSC Marc Software. In general, for computations two finite element meshes were prepared -- one for the crank and one for the pin. Additional element meshes were prepared for radiators, if one was used in the model. In all of the FEM the geometrical symmetry, and the symmetry of thermal load were used. The mesh of the crank, pin and radiator in the each analysis represents only the half of the geometry of a given object ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Utilisation of the symmetry boundary conditions makes it possible to obtain more accurate analysis because of the higher number of finite elements in the half-model mesh. There are 24300 finite elements in the pin mesh and 13692 finite elements in the crank mesh. In the first stage of analysis (heating up) the pin mesh and the crank mesh overlap. Both the structural and the thermal contact between these meshes at this stage of the analysis are inactive. When the point T5 on the surface of the crank reaches temperature 350 °C, the second stage of analysis begins, and the thermal and structural contact between the pin mesh and the crank mesh is activated. It should be noted, that if the model contains the bottom or the side radiator, the thermal and structural contact between the radiator mesh and the crank mesh is active both in the first and in the second stage of the analysis. At the beginning of the second stage of the analysis there is sufficient geometrical clearance between the crank and the pin to keep both meshes in separation, without the interference of objects. The properties of the thermal-structural analysis are shown in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 4Finite element mesh of the pin and crank (the half-model with geometric symmetry). Finer mesh can be seen around the shrink-fit connection.Fig. 4Table 1Properties of the thermal-structural analysis for the model of the shrink-fit connection without radiators, heated around the crank hole.Table 1Physical entityValueHeat transfer coefficient (heating up)8 W/(m^2^·K)Heat transfer coefficient (free cooling)16 W/(m^2^·K)Temperature at the place of T1 sensor, at the end of heating563 K (290 °C)Temperature at the place of T5 sensor, at the end of heating645 K (372 °C)Time of the heating up6000 s (100 min)Time of the free cooling24000 s (400 min)Table 2Structural and thermal material parameters used in the analyses as a function of temperature.Table 2Temperature \[K\] (°C)Poisson\'s ratioThermal conductivity \[W/(m·K)\]Modulus of elasticity \[MPa\]Specific heat \[J/(kg·K)\]Thermal expansion coefficient \[m/(m·K)\]293 (20)0.345.92120004611.15·10^−5^373 (100)0.346.42070004961.26·10^−5^473 (200)0.345.61990005331.37·10^−5^573 (300)0.343.51920005681.45·10^−5^673 (400)0.340.91840006111.52·10^−5^

3.1. Boundary conditions {#sec3.1}
------------------------

In the FEA, the method of the boundary condition application plays an important role. Improperly applied boundary conditions will influence the stress distribution. Boundary conditions in each stage of the analysis are presented in Figs. [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The areas with the thermal face flux boundary conditions are presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and marked in yellow. Values of heat flux densities are given in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 5Faces of the finite elements to which the heat flux load was applied in the various FEM.Fig. 5Fig. 6Boundary conditions in the specified stages of analysis. Supports indicate fixed degrees of freedom. Marked areas indicate places of the application of symmetry boundary conditions. The heating up: figure a), the free cooling: figure b).Fig. 6Table 3Thermal initial and boundary conditions for analysed FEM.Table 3Physical entityValueInitial temperature of the bodies (the crank, the ring, the pin or the radiator)300 K (27 °C)Heat flux density in the following models: the crank and the pin without the radiator, the crank with the side radiator and the pin, the crank with the bottom radiator and the pin150 kW/m^2^Heat flux density in the model of the ring and the pin21 kW/m^2^Heat flux density in the model of the crank and the pin (the crank heated in a furnace)6 kW/m^2^The area of FEM faces with applied heat flux in the model of the crank with and without the radiators0.004184 m^2^The area of FEM faces with applied heat flux in the model with the ring and the pin0.013875 m^2^The area of FEM faces with applied heat flux in the model of the crank heated in a furnace0.086801 m^2^

3.2. Thermal analysis {#sec3.2}
---------------------

The FEA is a coupled thermal-structural analysis. Alternately with the linear static analysis, the heat transfer analysis is performed according to the governing Eqs. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@bib15]\].$$\left\lbrack B \right\rbrack = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial N_{x_{1}}}{\partial x_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{x_{m}}}{\partial x_{m}} \\
\frac{\partial N_{y_{1}}}{\partial y_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{y_{m}}}{\partial y_{m}} \\
\frac{\partial N_{z_{1}}}{\partial z_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{z_{m}}}{\partial z_{m}} \\
\end{pmatrix}\text{,}$$$$\left\lbrack B \right\rbrack\left\{ T \right\} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial N_{x_{1}}}{\partial x_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{x_{m}}}{\partial x_{m}} \\
\frac{\partial N_{y_{1}}}{\partial y_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{y_{m}}}{\partial y_{m}} \\
\frac{\partial N_{z_{1}}}{\partial z_{1}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial N_{z_{m}}}{\partial z_{m}} \\
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
T_{1} \\
\ldots \\
T_{m} \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \\
\frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \\
\frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \\
\end{pmatrix}\text{,}$$$$\left\lbrack C \right\rbrack = \int\limits_{V}\rho c\left\lbrack N \right\rbrack^{T}\left\lbrack N \right\rbrack dV\text{,}$$$$\left\lbrack K_{c} \right\rbrack = \int\limits_{V}k\left\lbrack B \right\rbrack^{T}\left\lbrack B \right\rbrack dV\text{,}$$$$\left\{ R_{Q} \right\} = \int\limits_{V}Q\left\lbrack N \right\rbrack^{T}dV\text{,}$$$$\left\{ R_{q} \right\} = \int\limits_{S}q_{s}\left\lbrack N \right\rbrack^{T}dS\text{,}$$$$\left\lbrack {C\left( T \right)} \right\rbrack \cdot \left\{ \overset{˙}{T} \right\} + \left\lbrack {K_{c}\left( T \right)} \right\rbrack \cdot \left\{ T \right\} = R_{Q}\left( {T,t} \right) + R_{q}\left( {T,t} \right)\text{,}$$where: \[B\] is the temperature-gradient interpolation matrix, $N_{x_{i}}$, $N_{y_{i}}$, $N_{z_{i}}$ is the temperature interpolation functions, \[T\] is the vector of temperature in the nodes (from 1 to m) of the FEM, "m" is the number of nodes in the FEM, \[C\] is the heat capacity matrix, $\rho$ is density of the FEM bodies, "c" is the heat capacity of the FEM bodies, dV is the volume difference, $\left\lbrack K_{c} \right\rbrack$ is the thermal-conductivity matrix, "k" is the thermal-conductivity coefficient, $\left\lbrack R_{Q} \right\rbrack$ and $\left\lbrack R_{q} \right\rbrack$ is heat flux. $\overset{˙}{T}$ is the time derivative of the temperature vector and "t" is time.

The results of the FEM heat transfer analysis for the model of crank and pin without the radiators, heated around the hole and the results of the experimental measurements of the temperatures on the surface of the crank are presented in Figs. [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7The temperature measurement data from the experiment for eight sensors (T1-T8).Fig. 7Fig. 8The results of the FEA. Temperatures at the place of T1, T5, T6, T7 and T8 temperature sensors.Fig. 8

3.3. Structural analysis {#sec3.3}
------------------------

In Figs. [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} radial and circumferential stresses in the crank, measured 5 mm from the shrink-fit connection, is presented. The data obtained from the FEA was compared with the data from the ultrasonic measurement. Measured stresses are averaged over the thickness of the crank. [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} presents von Mises stress (calculated on the basis of the radial and circumferential stresses), and [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} presents contact normal force in the nodes of the FEM model on the bottom, middle and top part of the crank hole.Fig. 9Radial stresses in the crank.Fig. 9Fig. 10Circumferential stresses in the crank.Fig. 10Fig. 11Von Mises stress in the crank.Fig. 11Fig. 12Contact normal forces on the surface of the crank hole (bottom, middle and top part of the hole).Fig. 12

4. The theoretical analysis {#sec4}
===========================

The main objective of the theoretical analysis is to determine the maximum torsional moment that the shrink-fit connection of the pin and crank can carry, and the radial, circumferential and von Mises stresses on the surface of the crank hole. Calculations were performed on the basis of the Eqs. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@bib16]\] with parameter values presented in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Tables [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} contain comparison of the theoretical, experimental and FEM calculations.$$M_{max} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot p_{k} \cdot \mu \cdot \pi \cdot d^{2} \cdot l$$$$p_{k} = \frac{\delta}{\frac{1}{E_{1}} \cdot \left( {\frac{1 + k_{1}^{2}}{1 - k_{1}^{2}} - \nu_{1}} \right) + \frac{1}{E_{2}} \cdot \left( {\frac{1 + k_{2}^{2}}{1 - k_{2}^{2}} - \nu_{2}} \right)}$$$$\sigma_{VM} = p_{k} \cdot \frac{\sqrt{3}}{1 - k_{2}^{2}}$$$$\sigma_{CIR} = p_{k} \cdot \frac{1 + k_{2}^{2}}{1 - k_{2}^{2}}$$$$\sigma_{R} = p_{k}$$$$\sigma_{VM} = \sigma_{yield} + E_{PL} \cdot \varepsilon_{PL}$$where: $M_{max}$ -- the maximum torsional moment, the shrink-fit connection can carry, $p_{k}$ -- the pressure on the surface of the crank hole, $\delta$ -- geometrical interference, $d$ -- the diameter of the crank hole, $\mu$ -- the kinematic friction coefficient, $l$ -- length of the shrink-fit connection, $E_{1}$, $E_{2}$ - Young modulus for the pin and crank material, $\nu_{1}$, $\nu_{2}$ -- the Poisson number for the pin and crank material, $k_{1} = \frac{d_{1}}{d}$ -- the relation of the internal diameter of the pin to the diameter of the crank hole, $k_{2} = \frac{d}{d_{2}}$ -- the relation of the diameter of the crank hole to the external diameter of the crank, $\sigma_{VM}$ -- von Mises stress, $\sigma_{CIR}$ -- circumferential stress, $\sigma_{R}$ -- radial stress, $\sigma_{yield}$ -- the yield stress, $\varepsilon_{PL}$ -- plastic strain, E~PL~ -- the hardening modulus.Table 4Parameters for the theoretical calculations.Table 4ParameterValued~1~23 mmd~2~220 mmd114 mm$\nu_{1}$0.3E~1~212000 MPa$\nu_{2}$0.3E~2~212000 MPa$\mu$0.15$\delta$0.00236*l*48 mm$\sigma_{yield}$400 MPaE~PL~2000 MPaTable 5The results of the analyses and experimental measurements for the crank model without the radiator.Table 5Theoretical calculationsFEM analysis resultsExperimental measurementsThe maximum torsional moment that connection can be loaded by \[Nm\]331402544329900Table 6The results of the analyses and experimental measurements (stresses) for the crank model without the radiator.Table 6Theoretical calculationsFEM analysis results (stresses on the surface of the crank hole)Experimental measurements (stresses 5 mm from the shrink-fit connection)Radial stresses \[MPa\]-225$- 275\  \div - 75$$- 346\  \div - 152$Circumferential stresses \[MPa\]391$130\  \div 350$$205\  \div 586$Von Mises stress \[MPa\]401$320\  \div 380$$220\  \div 510$

5. Influence of the various heating methods on the maximum torsional moment which the shrink-fit connection can be loaded by {#sec5}
============================================================================================================================

The results presented in the previous sections were calculated and measured for the shrink-fit connection without radiators, which was heated around the crank hole only. The aim of the analysis with the radiator was the alignment of the temperature field on the surface of the crank hole. The aligned temperatures should influence the shape of the crank hole during the shrinking process.

Two analyses, for two different heat transfer coefficients were performed with the round radiator attached at the bottom of the crank. There was certain amount of free space near the crank hole to apply the heat flux load. The bottom radiator did not align the temperatures on the surface of the crank hole ([Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis with the bottom radiator shows that temperatures in the crank, near the hole, are reduced, but the temperature distribution is irregular.Fig. 13Irregular temperature distribution \[K\] in the model with the bottom radiator.Fig. 13

The application of the side radiator made temperature distribution inside the crank hole regular in the circumferential direction, but it changed from the top to the bottom part of the crank hole ([Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). This kind of temperature distribution can guarantee equal shrinking if the pin is placed in the center of the hole, which is difficult to obtain.Fig. 14Regular temperature distribution \[K\] in the model with the side radiator.Fig. 14

The analysis of heating the crank in the furnace was also performed. The heat flux was introduced to each surface of the crank, with the exception of the surfaces to which the symmetry boundary conditions were applied. The results of the performed analyses show that the maximum torsional moment, which the shrink-fit connection can carry, is not dependent on the heating method. The results are presented in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}.Table 7The maximum torsional moment for various methods of heating and various models.Table 7Model typeWith side radiatorHeating in furnaceWithout the radiatorsRing with coarse meshRing with fine meshThe maximum torsional moment \[Nm\]26 20125 43925 44323 16423 029

In all of the models presented in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, the crank and the ring are heated around the hole, as it was shown in the description to Figs. [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The exception is the model heated in the furnace, in which heat flux boundary condition is prescribed to each surface, without the symmetry surfaces. In [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, there are two models, which consist of a ring and pin. The model with coarse mesh contains 12028 finite elements (both ring and pin), and the model with the fine mesh contains 20084 finite elements (both ring and pin).

Various temperature distributions at the end of the heating (first stage of the analysis) are presented in Figs. [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 15Irregular temperature distribution \[K\] in the model without the radiator.Fig. 15

6. Stress state on the surface of the crank hole for various models {#sec6}
===================================================================

The authors compared the stress state on the surface of the crank hole in the model of the crank heated in furnace and in the model of the crank heated around the hole, without the radiator. These distributions were nearly the same. The model without the radiator (heated around the hole) was compared also with the model that contain the side radiator. Small differences in the stress distribution were observed in these models. Comparison of the radial, circumferential and von Mises stress distribution in the middle part of the hole for these two models (heated around the crank hole) are shown in Figs. [16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}, [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} and [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 16Circumferential stress in the middle of the crank hole in two FEM.Fig. 16Fig. 17Radial stress in the middle of the crank hole in two FEM.Fig. 17Fig. 18Von Mises stress in the middle of the crank hole in two FEM.Fig. 18

The difference between the presented models are the contact normal forces in the middle of the crank hole. Two distributions of the nodal forces are presented in [Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 19Contact normal forces in the middle part of the crank hole.Fig. 19

7. The shrinkage mechanism {#sec7}
==========================

The stress distribution on the surface of the crank or ring hole is creased. This state of stress is characteristic for shrink-fit connections. The circumferential stresses in the crank or ring have a positive sign (tension) and the radial stresses have a negative sign (compression) while in the pin, both circumferential and radial stresses have a negative sign. The pin is under compression, and the surface of the pin is going to be creased. Shrinkage mechanism of the ring and pin shown in [Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"} (inner edge of the ring hole and the outer edge of the pin) indicates that this process is very irregular. The initial position of the pin at the start of shrinking has an influence on the distribution of the stresses and contact normal forces. It should be noted that various methods of heating result in nearly the same values of the maximum torsional moment the connection can carry.Fig. 20Shrinkage mechanism for the ring and pin.Fig. 20

8. Conclusions {#sec8}
==============

Summing up the results, the load capacity of the shrink-fit connection is not dependent on any of the presented heating methods. The differences between the analysed models are up to 2.9% of the obtained solution.

The maximum torsional moment the connection can carry is by 10% higher in the models containing the crank and pin, rather than in models containing the ring and pin for the same value of the relative interference (2.36 ‰). The value of the maximum torsional moment, that the shrink-fit connection can carry, obtained from the theoretical calculations for the model without the radiators is by 9.8% higher than experimental measurement values. The difference in results can be influenced by the different value of the static friction coefficient in the real model. The 9.8% difference between the theoretical and experimental results proves, that the theoretical equations for the pipe based on the axisymmetric Lamé problem can be used for solving the load capacity and the stress state in the engineering purposes.

In FEA, the maximum value of torsional moment has been obtained for the model with side radiator. Application of the side radiator increases contact forces in the middle of the crank hole ([Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}), which makes this solution more beneficial that application of the bottom radiator. FEA analysis also showed that application of side radiator aligns temperature distribution in crank, while the application of bottom radiator causes high circumferential variation of temperature field.

[Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows that the highest contact normal forces arise in the middle part of the crank hole. Once the crank was sawed, as it is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, the bright areas indicate the highest values of the contact forces. It is confirmed by the [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, that highest contact normal forces occur in the middle of the crank hole, and the distribution of these forces is creased.

The stresses measured at the distance of 5 mm from the shrink-fit connection have more regular distribution than stresses on the surface of the hole. The difference between these values measured with the ultrasonic method, the theoretical and the FEA results are up to 20% of the measured value. Some of the measurement points show high differences in comparison with FEA. The measurement uncertainties could be influenced by the edge effects of ultrasonic measurements or the irregular shape of the crank hole, which could lead to the different interference values.
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